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Mr. Chairmdn we appreciate the opportunity to appear 

here today to discuss the status of GAO's efforts to prevent 

fraud, abuse, waste and error in Government programs, ds well 

dS some other subjects relative to good management of Govern- 

mental funds and programs. 

As you know, fraud prevention and detection represents 

only one of the many issues covered in the more than 900 reports 

dnd special studies issued by our office in fiscal year 1979. 

These reports resulted in an estimated savings to the Government 

of $2.6 billion, and additional savings from management improve- 

ments in operations and effectiveness of Government programs and 

dctivities thdt cdnnot be medsured dccurately. 



Our recent emphasis on fraud prevention and detection is 

one such area. This effort originated in 1976 with a special 

inquiry into the Government's ability to combat frdud. We 

specifically wanted to ascertain whether Federal agencies 

had instituted effective policies and procedures for combating 

frdUd. The resulting report, issued in September 1978, was 

entitled, "Federal Agencies Can, and Should, Do More to Combat 

Frdud in Government Programs.' In it we pointed out that 

while no one knows the magnitude of fraud and abuse against 

the Government, all indiCdtiOnS3 are that it is a problem of 

critical proportions. It is hidden within legitimate under- 

tdkings, and usually goes unreported and undetected. 

Shortly after our report was issued, I established a Task 

Force for the Prevention of Fraud to perform d three-fold 
__,._-.---- ,.__..- -.- 

mission: 

--establish the scope of the overall problem of fraud 
dnd other illegal activities against the Federal 
Government, dnd highlight where the existing procedures 
for dedling with frdUd are inadequate. This portion 
of the Task Force activities has been termed our "over- 
view" assessment. 

--operate d nation-wide, toll-free hotline which can be 
used by citizens anywhere in the country to report 
instances of frdud in Federal programs. 

--conduct "vulnerability assessments” within a few selected 
agencies. This involves development of a risk profile of 
the susceptibility of agency programs to fraud dnd 
other illegal activities. 



OVERVIEW OF FRAUD AND ITS CAUSES -- 

The first of these three efforts, our overview assessment, .- 

deells with known instances of fraud, its causes, and actions i.3 
tdken by management to prevent its recurrence. In this review, 

we dre asking the question, “Why did fraud occur?” We are 

identifying the kinds of illegal activities that are occurring, 

dnd dt whclt cost, and determining whdt means are available 

for prevention rind detection. We want to know whether the 

frdud hds occurred because agency control systems have failed. 

We also want to know Whdt legal and administrative remedies 

were tdken and, conversely if none were taken, why they were 

not. We are working with a universe of more than 130,000 cases 

of frdud and other illegal activities alleged from October 1976 

through March 1979 in 21 departments and agencies. We have 

taken d StatiStiCal SdITIple Of some 5,000 cases and dre inCOrpOr- 

dting the information on these cases into a computerized data 

bdse. In addition, we have been tracking selected cases 

through the systems in each agency to develop information on 

the types of control problems occurring and the dress 

needing attention. 

Bdsed on information obtained by us to date, it is clear 

that wide variety of Federal programs and activities dre affected. 

Cases of fraud involve many areas, including: 

--Payroll 

--Loan Gudrdntees 



--Theft of Equipment 

--Educational benefits programs 

NATION-WIDE HOTLINE 

The second area undertaken by the Task Force is the oper- 

dtiOn of d nation-wide hotline. During the course of a December 

1978 hedring before the Legislative Branch Appropriation Sub- 

committee, Senator Sasser suggested the establishment of a 

hotline telephone. We announced the number in January 1979, and 

after the first 12 months of operation had received more than 

14,000 calls and had written up over 7,500 allegations. Many 

of the calls that were more appropriately the concern of other 

Federdl agencies or State or local officials were referred 

but not written up. We try not to be ombudsmen, but with this 

type of operation, it is not always possible to dVOid this role. 

Computer analysis of trends of the calls is currently in 

process dnd the followup on these hotline leads has begun. 

Additional calls are being received ddily, and will be handled 

by the sdme process. . 

In our initial screening of the 7,500 cases a geographic 

breakdown based on 5,160 allegations believed to be substantive 

shows that calls hdVe been received from all 50 States, the 

District of Columbia and a few overseas locations. California 

had the highest rate of substantive allegations with 582, while 

Vermont dnd Wyoming hdd only 4 and 3 respectively. Washington, 
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D.C., (second highest) had 350 followed by Virginia with 265, 

New York with 247, and TeXdS with 245. While we know that the 

incidence of calls is somewhat d function of population and 

media coverage, it is too soon to tell what if anything the 

geogrdphical distribution of complaints can tell us. 

Furthermore, almost all Government entities are affected. 

The Depdrtment of Hedlth, Education and Welfare (HEW) is the 

highest with over 1,000 substantive allegations including the 

Socidl Security Administration with 698 allegations. HEM is 

followed by the Department of Defense with 858. The next 

highest dre the Department of Labor with 403 and the Department 

of Housing and Urban Development with 376. 

In 64 percent of the cases, the informant wanted to be 

anonymous. Only 28 percent of the informants were Federal 

employees. Federal Government employees involvement is dlleged 

in 37 percent of the cases. The majority of allegations (63 

percent) are dgdinSt Federal contractors, grant recipients, 

dnd corporate or individudl recipients of Federal financial 

aSSiStdnCe. Additional StdtiStiCS regarding hotline activity 

for the past year are provided for the record-in an attachment 

to my stdtement. 

The allegations being reported cover a wide range of abuses-- 

theft, privclte use of Government property, working-hour abuses, 

improper findncidl transactions, improper expenditure of grant 
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funds, cheating on benefit eligibility, dnd payment of bribes 

or kickbacks. The clmount of money involved in these allega- 

tions VdKieS, but the dollars involved, as we see it, are 

less important thdn what all this does in terms of destroying 

people’s confidence in the operations of government. 

I want to emphasize that GAO’s interest is in the finan- 

Cidl dnd management systems used to account for funds to 

determine whether the Government’s fraud prevention efforts 

dre ddegudte. We prefer to work with agency Inspectors 

Generdl to get individual CdSes investigated. As Of JdZlUdry 15, 

we hdd referred over 3,500 cases to the Inspectors Generdl for 

investigation or audit. 

We are monitoring the results of the Inspectors General 

work in order to develop profiles of frdudulent activity and 

dgency dctions to prevent it from occurring. This information 

will did our evaluation of internal and management controls 

necessary to prevent frdud. 

VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENTS 

Our third effort, vulnerdbility assessments, is what we 

cdl1 our effort to estimate the susceptibil;ty of agencies dnd 

their programs to fraud and abuse. 

The concept of vulnerability assessments is an important 

one. Out of a concern thdt the Government be managed well and 

free from fraud, waste, and error, the President on Decembqr 13, 

1978, sent a memorandum to the heads of executive departments 
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dnd dgencies dSking them to identify programs and activi- 

ties deemed most vulnerable and to deliver to him by 

Janudry 31, 1979, a planned approach for preventing and 

dealing with these problems. Due in part to the short time 

they were permitted by the President, efforts to do this by 

agencies we audited were incomplete. The vulnerability assess- 

ment portions of the plans they submitted were not in the depth 

they need to be to really evaluate the internal controls over 

tdSkS dnd functions being performed. 

In making our own vulnerability assessments, we evaluate 

the ddeqUdCy Of internal COntrOlS over IIIdjOr ddIIIiniStrdtiVe 

dnd program-related tasks to determine whether someone could 

or has abused or misused Federal assets. To protect Federal 

funds dnd other assets adequately, departments and agencies 

must have preventive controls over tasks being performed as 

well as after-the-fact controls, such as internal auditors 

who test the systems of internal control to provide assurance 

to top management thdt programs and funds are being admin- 

istered dnd performed correctly. 

Bdsed on our work, we believe that all of the agencies 
li 

visited dre vulnerdble to fraud dnd abuse. This is because 

Federal headquarters, regional offices, and other field locations 

dnd grantees hdve inadequate internal controls over their oper- 

dtions. As a result, there is insufficient assurance that Federal 

funds spent dt these 1OCdtiOnS are spent for the purposes 



intended. In fact, during our testing of selected internal 

control systems, we found Federal funds and equipment that had 

been abused and misused at most locations visited. 

The problems thdt could occur or have occurred because of 

the lack of adequdte internal controls over particular tasks 

thdt must be performed are serious. Some of the more signi- 

fiCdnt ones we have noted at the Federdl level and at the 

grantee level are: 

--Excessive Cdsh 

--PdyrOll Fraud 

--Improper Use of Grant Funds 

THE NEED FOR MORE EFFECTIVE AUDIT 

I would now like to briefly discuss two reports which 

are outside the fraud area but which directly impact on the 

effectiveness of Federal audit efforts dnd on the prudent 

mdndgement of appropriated funds. 

The first report, issued in October 1978, addressed 

the issue of the Federal mdnager’s responsibility to resolve 

dudit findings. It disclosed that poor systems for resolving 

ctuditors’ findings could be costing the Goveinment hundreds 

of millions annually. Of a reported $4.3 billion in unresolved 

dudit findings, we estimate that 80 percent of this amount 

involves potential recoveries-- including what grantees and 

contractors either spent for purposes not authorized by 

Federdl laws dnd regulations or could not support ds ChdrgeS 
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to the Government. The remaining 20 percent involves potential 

savings in operdting costs. In addition, the review showed thdt 

resolution frequently drdgs out for years. Moreover agency 

officials often resolved findings in the grantees’ and con- 

trdctors' favor without adequate explanation, even though 

the dUditOrS' findings appeared to be valid. 

Progress hdS been made to solve the problem. OMB has 

worked with agency representatives to correct the situation and 

revised its policy guiddnce along the lines of our recommend- 

dtions. In November 1979, OMB revised its Circular A-73 to 

estdblish a 6-month time limit on audit resolution, procedures 

for resolving major disagreements between audit and program 

OffiCidlS, semi-annual reports to agency heads, and periodic 

evaluations of audit followup systems. The Office also revised 

its Circular A-88 to provide for audit followup at educational 

institutions. 

While we are undble to comment on the extent of improve- 

ment, information from OMB, the Inspector General Offices, and 

other Government organizations indicdte the amount of unresolved 

findings hds been reduced. A number of agencies informed us 

thdt they hdve implemented new systems for trdcking and control- 

ling duditors’ findings. 

Although progress has been made, there are indications that 

more hdS to be done before effective systems dre fully imple- 

mented. OMB hdS stated thdt it is still pressing agencies for 
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implementdtion of its new policy changes. Agency officials 

recently informed us that some improperly resolved audit cases 

discussed in our report remain unchanged. We inquired about 

the status of a sdmple of 13 cases involving approximately $16 

million in questioned costs, and found that 8 cases totalling 

over $15 million were not resolved or reevaluated. For example, 

we reported thdt an EPA administrator rejected an audit finding 

questioning $454,000 in Federal grants and contracts because 

the dmOUnt questioned was not broken down by individual projects. 

Oil JdnUdry 30, 1980, an EPA official Stdted that the Agency has 

not yet resolved the finding or analyzed the documentation the 

grantee submitted on the case. 

We consider this area very important and are concerned 

dbout whether improvements have gone far enough. Accordingly, 

we have plans to review the Executive Departments’ progress 

in improving their audit resolution systems. 

The second report, issued in June 1979, discussed 

problems involved in grant auditing. It disclosed that the 
c / 

existing dUdit dpprodches cost time and money. Unnecessdry 

costs result from duplication of effort and from performing 

dUditS too often of grants which are too small to warrant 

more than an occasional audit. In addition, the audit 

focus is often too narrow to be effective in preventing un- 

ciuthorized expenditures and the loss of public funds. In our 
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report, we noted thdt the Government can lose millions of 

dolldrs through gaps in audit coverage. 

An important point is that the current methods of auditing 

grants does not afford grants the full protection of audits. 

Our review of the audit experience of 73 grant recipients 

during fiscal years 1974 through 1977, disclosed that 80 percent 

of the recipients’ $3.7 billion in Federal funds was not audited 

by or on behdlf of the Federal agencies. Even when audits of 

Federdl funds are performed the audit focus is too narrow to be 

effective. This is because auditors concentrate on individual 

grdnts rdther than the total grant funds received by a recipient 

dnd cannot be sure whose funds or assets they are reviewing. 

Such narrow audits are unlikely to reveal whether funds have 

been improperly transferred between grants or programs. 

The bdsic recommendation in our report is the need for a 

single audit of all grants that a single entity has. Such an 

dudit, among other things, would test the grantee’s system for 

complying with Federal restrictions on the use of the funds and 

reldted ITidtterS, but a detailed dudit of edch grdnt would not be 

made. Any Federdl duditor could review such-an audit and rely on 

it if he felt the single dudit had been properly perfcrmed. 

There has been improvement in this area. GAO in cooper- 

ation with the Intergovernmental Audit Forum and various 

Federal agencies has taken the lead in developing an audit 

guide-- “Guidelines for Financial and Compliance Audits of 
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Federdlly Assisted programs”-- for comprehensive financial 

dnd compliance audits of multi-funded grant recipients. State 

dnd local duditors as well as Federdl auditors have pdrticipated 

in the development of this guide. OMB has revised its policy 

guidance (Circular A-102) to require the single audit and the 

use of this guide in performing such audits of State and local 

Governments. Much remains to be done before the single audit 

concept is fully implemented, but we believe this concept, when 

implemented, will help to reduce fraud, abuse and error in 

Federdl assistance programs. 

This concludes my statement: my associates and I will be 

pledsed to answer any questions you may have. 
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